Head of the Iraqi National Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim:” Barzani\'s
visit to Baghdad was constructive, and the real communication between
leaderships of Baghdad and Kurdistan Regional Government resulted in great
cooperation and victories

Head of the Iraqi National Alliance, Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim stressed that the last visit of
the President of the Kurdistan Region Mr. Massoud Albarrazna to Baghdad was constructive and
resulted in significant cooperation on ground, real communication between leaderships of
Baghdad and Kurdistan Regional Government that resulted in great cooperation and victories,
at which we earlier advocated for and wished to see.

\r\n

His eminence during visits to military units in the axis Al-Guwair, northern of the city of
Mosul Thursday, 27/10/2016 stated that, \"Cooperation between Baghdad and the KRG and large
collaboration is reflecting on Baghdad, the General Commander Of The Armed Forces and
political and military leaders who are all feeling optimistic, and our presence today is an

expression to show our proudness of the cooperation between the Iraqi army and the
Peshmerga, for the first time the Iraqi army enters the region and all doors are open and on
to the battlefield. \"

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim indicated that the shape of administration in Iraq is determined by
the Iraqis and Iraqi leaders through consultation, and what concerns us is to work together
and distribute roles, the leaders of the federal system are the ones who agree on how to run
the country, pointing out that we are in dire need to cooperation, solidarity and to calm
down thoughts and souls, and focus on the enemy in this moment, and this is what we do, our
presence today is an expression of this cohesion and strong support, and we stand supportive
to the Iraqi army, the Peshmerga, Popular Mobilization Forces and federal police and all the
forces that are fighting, \"stressing the need to\" encircle the problematics at its size,
and not be the reason for crisis aggravation, on the contrary, we want to unite our domain
and spread allay, stay focused on battle, for we are with the allaying.

\r\n

Head of the Iraqi National Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, stressed rejection of Turkish
troops presence in Iraqi territory without the approval the Government of Iraq, noting that
\"we have made it clear that the presence of any military forces on Iraqi territory, should
be in coordination with the Iraqi government, and Turkish troops did not arrive according to
coordination, so we asked withdrawal of troop to open cooperation on security, \"adding
that\" we are care to involve the largest number of countries in the war on terrorism, and
there are countries that cooperate outside the framework of the international coalition, we
would like Turkey to be a partner here in the face of terrorism, but through coordination
with the government. \"

\r\n

adding that \"We wish from the international community that is supporting Iraq, and the
powers outside the International coalition to continue coordinating with the Iraqi
government,\" noting that \"anyone who wants to provide support is a welcome, but we want it
to be through clear and explicit coordination with the Iraqi government,\" pointing out that
\" Daesh was not born as a result of a security breach, and eliminating Daesh is not through
only military and security solutions, but we need a range of solutions and primarily
security solutions, and then economic, developmental and social solutions.\"

\r\n

The head of the Iraqi National Alliance mentioned \"we in the Iraqi National Alliance,the
largest political bloc, has to submit practical and serious proposals to partners, we are in
the process of studying an important bill for national settlement, and we are finalizing it,
it will be presented to the partners and the Iraqi people simultaneously with the liberation
of Mosul to reflect a new phase, where cooperation at its peak in political and service
venues, Iraq is for everyone and it is not for some of the components on the expense of
other components, \"noting that\" the initiative provided by the Iraqi National Alliance for
partners, is an essential portal to deepen this partnership. \"
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